
RJ ZAWORSKI 
Scalable software development through empathetic leadership, 
technical excellence, and continuous improvement 

 

CONTACT 

rj@rjzaworski.com 
+1.541.224.7679 

PROFILES 

╴ rjzaworski.com 
╴ Github 
╴ Twitter 
╴ LinkedIn 

EDUCATION 

BS Mechanical Engineering 
Oregon State University 

KEY SKILLS 

╴ System architecture 
╴ Talent acquisition and 

development 
╴ Business operations 
╴ API design 
╴ Change management 
╴ DevOps 
╴ Functional programming 

TOOLS & TECHNOLOGY 

╴ AWS 
╴ Jira 
╴ Git / Github 
╴ Linux 
╴ Bash 
╴ TypeScript 
╴ Node.js 
╴ Go 
╴ Terraform 
 

KOAN, 2016.11 – PRESENT 

As CTO, responsible for output and growth of Koan’s R&D organization 

╴ increased development velocity and quality through hiring, training, and strategic 
adoption of new technologies (TypeScript, GraphQL, Terraform, AWS Glue) 

╴ operationalized infrastructure and data pipeline 
╴ built inbound talent pipeline through evangelism and community involvement 
╴ integrated acquired product development team (Horrible co.) 
╴ managed COVID-mandated transition to remote work while increasing 

cross-functional collaboration with adjacent teams 
╴ instituted pragmatic governance, risk, and compliance practices 

As director of growth, increased top-line SaaS metrics and brand awareness of 
Koan’s cloud-based leadership platform 

╴ 10x increase in year-over-year revenue growth 
╴ defined repeatable, low-overhead sales and support processes 
╴ streamlined operations through integrated marketing, sales, and CS workflows 
╴ raised visibility of company growth activities through instrumentation and 

transparent reporting 

As first technical hire, developed prototype applications and operating practices 

╴ increased velocity by introducing and tooling agile development practices (TDD, 
CI/CD, pushbutton releases) 

╴ collaborated with founding team to specify, prioritize, and ship prototype features 
╴ built team confidence through transparent release infrastructure (Github, CircleCI, 

AWS) 

VERSAL, 2012.12 – 2016.07 

As director of engineering, led Versal’s distributed development teams 

╴ maintained robust development organization through hiring and systematic 
professional development 

╴ increased collaboration by standardizing development and release workflows used 
by frontend, platform, and operations teams 

╴ reduced production defect rates through feature-focused QA and 
release-management processes 

╴ streamlined new-product development by consolidating and deprecating underused 
applications, technologies, and services 

╴ increased enterprise-readiness by coordinating audits and hardening of critical 
security infrastructure 

As frontend team lead, responsible for delivering course-creation interface and 
supporting applications within Versal’s course-building platform 

╴ led architecture and development of web-tier services 
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╴ developed team members’ individual capabilities through direct mentorship, pair 
programming, and mandatory code review 

╴ built developer confidence and reduced defect rates by introducing TDD and 
test-first culture 

╴ steadily scaled development and infrastructure through standard workflow, style, 
and internal best-practices for core technologies including node.js, express, 
memcached, mysql, amqp, nginx, and haproxy 

╴ reduced incident response times by introducing automated alerting, APM, and 
supporting tooling 

RJZAWORSKI.COM, 2005.01 – 2012.12 

As principle, offered freelance development and consulting services 

╴ consulted on product strategy, roadmap development, and systems architecture 
╴ improved client engineering practices (TDD, code coverage, peer review, QA), 

automated testing, and runtime monitoring 
╴ led platform and application development in JavaScript, PHP, Ruby, C, and C++ 

COMMUNITY, ONGOING 

As a part of both local and online communities, demonstrated commitment to 
professionalism, inclusion, and ethics 

╴ mentored early-career developers through both code school programs (Hack 
Reactor, Hackbright, and Epicodus) and direct community involvement 

╴ supported professional practices through community presentations on hiring, risk, 
and ethics 

╴ contributed to open-source ecosystems relevant to both personal and professional 
interests 
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